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High energy x-ray characterization methods hold great potential for gaining insight into the behavior
of materials and providing comparison datasets for the validation and development of mesoscale
modeling tools. A suite of techniques have been developed by the x-ray community for characterizing the 3D structure and micromechanical state of polycrystalline materials; however, combining
these techniques with in situ mechanical testing under well characterized and controlled boundary
conditions has been challenging due to experimental design requirements, which demand new
high-precision hardware as well as access to high-energy x-ray beamlines. We describe the design and
performance of a load frame insert with a rotational and axial motion system that has been developed
to meet these requirements. An example dataset from a deforming titanium alloy demonstrates the
new capability. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4927855]

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a great deal of interest within the materials
community to develop mesoscale modeling tools which are
sensitive to the underlying microstructure. For example, adoption of an integrated computational materials engineering
(ICME) approach to design of structural components is dependent on such a capability.1–6 Development of trusted microstructure-sensitive deformation models may provide improved
predictions of materials behavior, e.g., strength and damage
resistance, enabling structural materials to be used more effectively and efficiently. While development of mesoscale models
has been a major thrust of the materials community for several
decades, these models have lacked the necessary multi-scale
experimental validation, thus precluding design engineers
from adopting them due to unacceptable risk factors. Looking
forward, advanced materials characterization methods are
positioned to play a critical role in the validation and future
development of mesoscale models and the long term goal of
transitioning such modeling tools to the design community.5–20
One particular suite of experimental techniques that promises to be extremely fruitful in this endeavor is known as high
energy diffraction microscopy (HEDM) or three-dimensional
x-ray diffraction (3DXRD).6,21–23 These techniques utilize
high energy monochromatic synchrotron radiation and area
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detectors in transmission geometry to collect diffracted xrays as a function of sample rotation. This combination allows individual grain information from ∼mm3 volumes of
polycrystalline materials to be determined non-destructively.
When combined in situ with mechanical testing techniques,
HEDM (or 3DXRD) offers a powerful tool to evaluate the
internal structure and micromechanical state of a deforming
material. To date, this collection of methods have largely been
thought of as individual techniques, including far field HEDM
(ff-HEDM) to measure the average elastic strain tensor of
individual grains (stress tensor with known elastic stiffness
matrix)24–27 and near field HEDM (nf-HEDM) to map the
structure and local crystallographic orientation within and
between grains.21,28,29 While the individual techniques are
valuable on their own, the concurrent application of nf-HEDM,
ff-HEDM, and others such as absorption micro-computed
tomography (µ-CT) for mapping the structure of voids, cracks,
and/or inclusions which may be present,30 can provide incredibly rich datasets from which to develop and validate microstructure sensitive materials models.
The key factor that has restricted the collection of such
integrated multimodal HEDM datasets in situ with traditional
mechanical testing equipment is the stringent set of mechanical and geometrical requirements placed on the experimental
setup. The requirements include precisely (≤0.1◦ precision)
rotating a specimen over a range of 180◦ or more while simultaneously applying a mechanical load under known and controllable boundary conditions. Furthermore, the apparatus itself
must not obstruct the incident, transmitted or diffracted xray signals and must allow the near field detector to be as
close as 5 mm downstream of the specimen. In this paper,
we describe a rotational and axial motion system (RAMS)31
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that we have developed to enable the concurrent application of
high energy x-ray methods (ff-HEDM, nf-HEDM, µ-CT, and
others) while conducting a conventional tensile or compressive
loading experiment in situ.
II. DESIGN

The promise of advanced in situ characterization has
inspired the development of a variety of complex experimental
hardware at x-ray and neutron beamline facilities, each developed to accommodate a specific set of experimental requirements for the particular application. One solution for rotation
of a sample with in situ mechanical testing has been to attach
a load frame to the top of a rotation stage.32–35 This solution is
not practical for the current experimental requirements, as the
location of the near field detector (∼5 mm from the specimen)
would limit the rotation range of the load frame to a small
angular window beyond which the support columns would
cause interference. At the same time, simple ad hoc arrangements have demonstrated the possibility and value of in situ
loading that is compatible with near field measurements.5,36,37
A more elegant solution is to rotate the specimen grips of a
general purpose load frame synchronously while the rest of
the load frame remains stationary;38,39 this has the advantage
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of allowing complete rotation about the loading axis while also
allowing more sophisticated loading control modes.
Using this approach, we have designed and constructed
a RAMS device that is configured to mount within a conventional mechanical load frame. A schematic of the experimental
setup is shown in Figure 1, where the RAMS device is shown
inserted into a servohydraulic MTS model 858 load frame
at the high energy beamline 1-ID-E at the Advanced Photon
Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory. An important
design consideration was that the load frame insert be robust
enough to safely deform specimens with hundreds of grains
or more in a cross section; therefore, the RAMS device was
designed around 1.0 × 1.0 mm2 cross section samples and
maximum axial loads of ±2000 N. The weight of the RAMS
load frame insert is approximately 73 Kg, and the dimensions are approximately 436 mm × 270 mm × 731 mm (width
× depth × height) when a sample is inserted (the upper half
of the RAMS device can travel vertically through a range of
90 mm to enable sample insertion). Loads are applied with the
load frame and transferred through the RAMS device to the
sample. At the same time, the RAMS device rotates the sample
about the loading axis in either discrete steps or continuously.
Figure 1 also shows the x-ray beam path and near field and
far field x-ray detectors. In Secs. II A–II C, we describe the

FIG. 1. Schematic of a setup utilized at APS 1-ID for high energy diffraction microscopy (HEDM) experiments. A rotational and axial motion system (RAMS)
load frame insert is shown inserted into a conventional load frame along with near field and far field detectors. The loading axis is vertical, and the specimen and
specimen grips rotate about the loading axis while the rest of the setup remains stationary. See Figures 2 and 3 for more detailed views.
2
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various design criteria for the device and the corresponding
design aspects that were utilized to meet them.
A. Rotation

The primary design constraint was to enable continuous
rotation of the sample while independently and simultaneously
applying an axial load. The radial and axial error motions
(e.g., eccentricity and wobble) during rotation of a sample
that has been centered on the rotation axis must be minimized.40,41 These errors will lead to uncertainties in the HEDM
measurements,27,42 and potentially information that is missed
altogether. The latter situation may occur when using a line
focused (∼few µm) x-ray beam if the rotation axis is not
orthogonal to the line focus. At the same time, the system must
be designed to remain rigid against the expected axial and nonaxial loads.43,44
The solution chosen for this application involves a series
of air bushings and air bearings that have been configured
as combined air bushing/bearing spools. Separate upper and
lower rotation stages, which are connected by a coupled drive
shaft, are each comprised of two such spools. The air bushings
and air bearings act to minimize the radial and axial error
motions during rotation, respectively. A detailed schematic of
the RAMS device with labeled components is presented in
Figure 2.
The air bushing/bearing spools were initially aligned by
utilizing a potting method, where an alignment shaft was
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threaded through all four spools simultaneously and subsequently their position was locked in place with an epoxy,
after which the alignment shaft was removed and the air
bushing shafts and air bearing plates, as shown in Figure 2,
were installed. The alignment shaft, air bushing shafts, and
air bearing plates were all manufactured with sub-micrometer
precision. Subsequent calibration experiments involving an
alignment pin and a dial indicator confirmed that the radial
error motion was sub-micrometer, which is below the measurable resolution of the HEDM techniques. As mentioned earlier,
the system was designed for maximum axial sample loads of
±2000 N. Accounting for the weight of the machine as well
as potential load frame control mishaps, the air bushing/air
bearing sub-system is designed for a maximum axial load of
±4400 N. Radially, the system was designed to withstand 50%
of the maximum sample axial load, i.e., ±1000 N.
Rotation is accomplished through a servomotor, gear
reducer, spline coupling drive shaft, and two timing belts. The
spline coupling drive shaft allows the single servomotor to
rotate the two stages synchronously and includes a preloaded
linear ball spline which enables torque to be transferred to both
the upper and lower rotation stages despite the fact that their
vertical separation changes (along the tensile axis) throughout
an experiment. Use of a single rotation motor was strongly
preferred in this initial design as it eliminated the controls
challenge of synchronizing the operation of the upper and
lower rotation stages. This is critical in order to eliminate
torsional loading of the specimen, which could lead to large

FIG. 2. Detailed schematic view of the RAMS load frame insert with various components labeled. The portion of the drawing below the light green line is a
section view showing the internal details.
3
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stresses for the typical sample cross sections used in HEDM
experiments (∼1 mm2). The rotation position is monitored with
a pair of rotary encoders. With this setup, the rotation precision
is better than 0.1◦ at a maximum rotation rate of 10◦/s. Future
implementations of this device will utilize metallic gears rather
than timing belts, as well as an optimized gear ratio, rotary
encoder, and rotary encoder read head, which should enable
improved precision at higher rotation rates.
B. Coaxial translation and alignment

Another critical design constraint was the coaxiality of
the upper and lower rotation stages, as any deviations would
impart bending stresses on the sample during rotation. The
potting method used to align the upper and lower rotation
stages was described in Section II A. This alignment was
maintained during tension/compression testing through the
use of an axial guide rail and linear roller guide block, as
shown in Figure 2. This design utilized linear roller bearings
to ensure that the vertical translation axis (tensile axis) of the
upper rotation stage remained parallel to the coaxial rotation
axes of the two rotation stages.
A related requirement was for the upper and lower sample grips, which, respectively, are attached to the upper and
lower rotation stages, to be aligned such that the center of a
sample mounted within the grips would be on the center of

Rev. Sci. Instrum. 86, 093902 (2015)

the rotation axis. The reasons for this are twofold. First, the
center of the sample must be near the rotation axis so that
a region of interest within the sample does not rotate out of
the field of view (defined by the beam width of ∼1.5 mm)
during a measurement. Second, and perhaps more important,
the centerlines of the upper and lower sample grips must be
coaxial with each other in order to prevent non-axial loading
of the sample during sample installation. Again, sample cross
sections are typically 1 mm2 or less, so small loads can lead
to large stresses. The specimen tolerances in the grip region
are relatively tight (±12.5 µm) to ensure proper grip force and
repeatable position, so the alignment precision must be on the
scale of a few micrometers or less. This was accomplished
through the use of a flexure plate design,45,46 as shown in
Figures 2 and 3.
The flexure plates were constructed by machining a series
of channels, effectively producing an array of springs creating
two orthogonal adjustment directions within the plane of the
plate (orthogonal to the tensile axis), as can be seen in Figure 3.
The design challenge for optimizing the stiffness of the flexure
plate in the adjustment directions was to balance the opposing
objectives of being as stiff as possible (in order to apply rigid
boundary conditions for a tension/compression test), while
maintaining sufficient compliance in order to practically be
able to make the necessary translational adjustments. The
chosen solution was to design for a relatively rigid translational

FIG. 3. Detailed schematic of the sample grips and lower flexure plate utilized in the RAMS load frame insert, with the upper grip shown in section view to
reveal the internal details. The grips were designed to enable the near field detector, which is also shown, to be positioned as close as 5 mm from the sample.
The flexure plates allow the upper and lower sample grips to be independently aligned to the rotation axis.
4
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stiffness of 1300 N/µm in the adjustment directions and utilize
the mechanical advantage of a tapered adjustment screw, as
shown in Figure 3, to make the necessary adjustments to
translate the centerline of the grips to be coaxial with the
rotation axis. This resulted in approximately 1 µm of translational travel per 90◦ turn of the tapered adjustment screw.
An alignment procedure that involved use of a dial indicator
to monitor the position of a pin inserted into the grip during
stage rotation was utilized. A best practice for achieving the
finest sensitivity with this alignment procedure was found to
be to slightly over-compensate with the initial correction, then
subsequently repeat the procedure and make a relatively small
correction in the opposing direction.
C. Minimalist grip design

A third major design constraint was to utilize a geometry
that enabled the near field detector to sit as close as possible
to the specimen during an experiment.28 This required the
development of sample grips with minimal radial dimensions.
The grip design chosen is shown in Figure 3, where the near
field detector is also shown for reference.
The sample grip design utilizes an interference fit, where
a collet and tapered compression nut act to impart increasing
pressure on the grip region of the specimen as increasing
torque is applied to the tapered compression nut. The sample
is held in place via friction, and therefore it is critical that
the sample be fabricated within design tolerances in the grip
region (±12.5 µm) and that clean sample and grip surfaces
are maintained in order to be able to apply the full axial
load (±2000 N) without sample slippage. Equally critical is
the applied tightening torque of the tapered compression nut
in order to provide the necessary gripping force. To address
these concerns, we developed a motorized torque wrench with
reaction force support for consistently and reliably installing
and uninstalling samples in the RAMS device. The typical
sample has a total length of 29 mm, a 1 mm × 1 mm cross
section in the gage region, 8 mm gage length, and grip sections
which are 3.2 mm × 3.2 mm in cross section and 6 mm in
length. This grip design enabled the near field detector to be
positioned as close as 5 mm downstream from the sample
rotation axis.

demonstration was to capture the intergranular stress heterogeneity that occurs upon loading of a bulk polycrystalline
specimen.
A sample with an approximately 1.0 × 1.0 mm2 gage
region cross section and a gage length of 8 mm was installed
in the RAMS load frame insert, and the initial structure was
mapped with nf-HEDM, ff-HEDM, and µ-CT utilizing the
experimental setup shown in Figure 1. The nf-HEDM data
were collected using a 2 µm tall line-focused x-ray beam
translated along ∼200 µm of the specimen gage length to build
up a measurement volume, whereas the ff-HEDM and µ-CT
measurements were collected in single rotations using, respectively, a 600 µm and 1000 µm tall box beam which defined the
volume. There was a small amount of axial load (23 MPa) on
the sample for these initial measurements, which was a result
of the specimen loading procedure (small axial translation of
the tapered grips when tightening is unavoidable). The nfHEDM measurements mapped the 3D grain structure with a
spatial resolution of ∼2 µm and a point-to-point orientation
resolution of <0.1◦. The µ-CT measurements confirmed that
the specimen was initially free of voids or cracks above the
spatial resolution of ∼1.5 µm. The ff-HEDM measurements
provided a centroid, crystallographic orientation, and grainaveraged full 3D elastic strain tensor for individual grains.
Following these measurements of the initial state (load 0), the
sample was subsequently loaded and ff-HEDM measurements
were repeated at three different load levels (load 1, load 2,
and load 3), where for each of these measurements, the sample was loaded slightly beyond the reported values and then
immediately unloaded by 10% to the reported values in order
to minimize the change in state of the sample during a ffHEDM measurement due to stress relaxation50 (the detector
used limits the time for a full 360◦ scan with 0.25◦ rotation
intervals to ∼12 min). A macroscopic stress-strain curve indicating these measured load levels is shown in Figure 4, where
a deviation from linearity at load 3 indicates the onset of plasticity. This is in agreement with the expectation of the development of a small degree of plasticity at stress levels below

III. APPLICATION

The RAMS device enables the concurrent application of
various HEDM and tomographic techniques during in situ
mechanical testing. We have utilized this capability to characterize a titanium alloy (Ti-7Al) tensile specimen undergoing room temperature deformation. A paper discussing these
results in greater detail will be forthcoming, but we will introduce a portion of the experimental results as a means to highlight the capability of the RAMS device. The Ti-7Al material was processed to be a single phase (α, hexagonal close
packed crystal structure) alloy with a basal texture and nearly
equiaxed grains with an average size of ∼100 µm. Due to
its elastic and plastic anisotropy, the deformation behavior of
this alloy is known to strongly depend on the local structure
and loading state.47–49 Therefore, the objective of this initial

FIG. 4. Macroscopic stress-strain curve for an initial experiment utilizing
the RAMS load frame insert. The four labeled loading states (load 0, load 1,
load 2, and load 3) correspond to the HEDM measurements shown in Figures
5 and 6. Note that load 0, load 1, and load 2 correspond to elastic deformation
only, whereas a small amount of plastic deformation has initiated at Load 3.
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FIG. 5. 3D grain maps with overlaid normal stress components for a Ti-7Al tensile specimen measured with nf-HEDM and ff-HEDM using the experimental
setup shown in Figure 1. In this figure, the data for 22 grains which were identified as good matches between the separate nf-HEDM and ff-HEDM datasets
are shown. The tensile axis was 2, so that the macroscopic stress state [σ 11 σ 22 σ 33 σ 12 σ 13 σ 23] for loading states load 0, load 1, load 2, and load 3 was
[0 23 0 0 0 0] MPa, [0 181 0 0 0 0] MPa, [0 340 0 0 0 0] MPa, and [0 496 0 0 0 0] MPa, respectively, as shown in Figure 4. Except for the σ 22 cases, the color scales
are the same for each map. Note that for certain grains, the σ 22 values saturate above the applied macroscopic stress state.

the macroscopic yield stress of 600 MPa for this material. The
macroscopic strain values in Figure 4 were calculated from
two-point tracking51 of surface feature displacements using
optical images of the sample surface, i.e., two-point digital
image correlation (DIC).
Combining nf-HEDM and ff-HEDM measurements, a
grain centroid position tolerance of 20 µm and grain average
orientation tolerance of 1◦ was utilized to register grains
between the two techniques. Grains were identified in the
nf-HEDM maps using a 1◦ voxel-to-voxel misorientation
threshold. A cluster of 22 grains, with average centroid and
orientation differences between the ff-HEDM and nf-HEDM
data of 8.6 µm and 0.6◦, respectively, were identified as the
best matches and used for further analysis. Other measured
grains may not have passed this tolerance test because they
were only partially included in the irradiated measurement
volume during one or the other of the non-concurrent HEDM
measurements (recall that the nf-HEDM maps were collected
over a 200 µm tall volume, whereas the ff-HEDM measurements were collected over a 600 µm tall volume).
The individual grain elastic strain tensors, as measured
with ff-HEDM, were converted to stress tensors assuming the

elastic properties of pure titanium.52 Figures 5 and 6 show
the individual normal and shear stress components, respectively, at the four different load levels overlaid on the 3D
grain structures, as measured with nf-HEDM, for the 22 grains
identified for further analysis. In these figures, the tensile
axis is direction 2, so that the macroscopic σ22 values match
those shown in Figure 4, while all other macroscopic stress
components are zero. The uncertainty in the stress components
is estimated to be approximately ±12 Mpa (assuming an elastic
strain uncertainty of ±10−4 and neglecting uncertainty in the
elastic constants).53
From Figures 5 and 6, it can be seen that there is a
significant degree of intergranular stress heterogeneity, which
is seen to evolve with increasing load levels despite a minimal amount of plastic deformation. Of particular note are
the noticeable changes in the distribution of grain level stress
“hot spots.” These local regions of high stress may be most
favorable for critical phenomena such as void nucleation under
continued deformation. The ability to quantify this heterogeneity and its evolution under mechanical processing in situ in
an ensemble of grains represents a truly mesoscale measurement. The RAMS device is one of very few in the world that
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FIG. 6. 3D grain maps with overlaid shear stress components for the Ti-7Al tensile specimen shown in Figure 5, where the macroscopic load states correspond
to Figure 4. The color scales are the same for each map.

facilitates these observations, and arguably the most accurate
in terms of combined loading and positioning precision. The
detailed analysis and comparison of this data to finite element
simulations will be presented in a future paper. While only
an example, this dataset demonstrates the great potential of
HEDM/3DXRD methods for gaining insight into the mesoscale behavior of polycrystals. The multimodal, in situ data
collection facilitated by the development of the RAMS device
is a unique contribution to the field of experimental and applied
science.

IV. SUMMARY

We have described the development of the so-called
RAMS load frame insert. This device will enable the concurrent application of various high energy x-ray characterization techniques which require specimen rotation, such as
HEDM/3DXRD and tomography while conducting in situ
mechanical testing experiments. This capability may provide
critical data for the development and validation of microstructure sensitive materials models. In a first application, we
collected ff-HEDM, nf-HEDM, µ-CT, and DIC data during
an in situ tension test of a Ti-7Al sample and presented intergranular stress results that display marked stress heterogeneity.

We expect that the device will be useful in future studies of
a variety of materials under various loading conditions and
utilizing an array of HEDM/3DXRD measurement techniques.
Future versions of the device include a standalone RAMS load
frame being developed at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source and a high load capacity standalone RAMS load
frame being developed at APS.
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